
Bank Transfer Deposit Method

Deposit Steps

You can deposit money into Sendy account 
by making a transfer from your bank account.

Launch Sendy app Tap Deposit Tap Bank Transfer Deposit
Check the bank account

information 

As of October 1, 2023

Check the bank account information on the Sendy appSTEP   1
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Make a transfer from bankSTEP   2

This account is specialized only for you. 
Deposit made from a bank account 
name other than your own is strictly 
prohibited.

Please make a transfer from your bank account to the bank account mentioned in STEP 1.

The available transfer time and transfer fee may vary depending on the bank.

Please check the note on the back side before making a transfer.
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Deposit CompleteSTEP   3

Service Overview / Notes

When the deposit is completed, you will receive a notification email from the Sendy app.

You can check the deposit details in the transaction history on the Sendy app.

The transfer fee incurred at the financial institution will be borne by the customer. Fees vary for each financial institution.

The transfer time varies depending on the financial institution. Please note that transfers can not be made during the 

following time.

• Bank transfer deposit is not available when you login for the first time until 8:30 JST the next day.

• Bank transfer deposit made from the second Saturday of every month 21:30 JST to Sunday 6:00 JST will not be 

processed due to system maintenance. The transfer will be deposited sequentially after 6:01 JST.

You can transfer up to Sendy maximum account balance limit of 1 million yen.

Please check your Sendy account balance before making any transfer, and pay attention to the transfer amount so that the 

balance after transfer does not exceed the maximum limit.

※ If Sendy maximum account balance has been exceeded after the transfer, the excess funds will not be deposited

　 immediately, and will be deposited within a few days.

　 If Sendy maximum account balance has been exceeded, the account deposit function will be disabled until your 

　 account balance is below the maximum limit, and it takes a few days until the deposit function is reactivated.

Deposit fee

Deposit limit 

The available 
transfer time


